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Here are the results of this years SoCo Film and Video Awards
We used the SoCo screen and projector and I made the programme up on bluray and it did look quite

impressive although it’s a pity that more entries that are shot in HD aren’t entered in high definition.

Overall Winner
Into the Light by Mike George (Bristol Film and Video Society)

Runner Up
Cunard Flagship by Tony and Eileen Colburn

Best Club Entry
Into The Light by Mike George (Bristol Film and Video Society)

Best Youth
Black and White by Hassan Sherif

Best Drama
Into the Light by Mike George (Bristol Film and Video Society)

Best Documentary
Memories of Childhood by Alan Wallbank

Best use of Sound
Into the Light by Declan Smith (Bristol Film and Video Society)

Best Editing
Into the Light by Declan Smith (Bristol Film and Video Society)

Highly Commended
Gentle Giants in the Cotswolds by John Greene
Hampton Court Flower Show by Susie Walker

Commended
Three Minutes Late by Philip Marshman

Reported by Competition Secretary, Phil Marshman FACI
[Meet the judges on page 11]
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Pip Critten
writes...

Weekender at this time, but sadly there is
no event this year.

I will miss meeting up with all the
regular delegates and catching up on all
things video.

I also missed the Teign Video
Competition which took place this
weekend. See report in this issue rushed
to me in record time by Roger Western,
who also kindly contributed an article to
this issue.

Two international contributors in this
issue, Noel Leeder and David Fuller, who

It’s the last issue of yet another year.
Have we gone metric and no one

bothered to tell me. There only seems like
ten months in a year and only ten days in
a month.

This edition is going out slightly early
as I will be away for a few days. Normally
I would have been at the SoCo

have generously took time out to write for
our magazine. I say our magazine
because it can only exist with your
contributions to fill the pages. It is of
course fantastic to have our regular and
valued columnists, but it would be great to
have more contributions.

What bit of kit could you recommend or
steer us away from? What is your club up
to? What video have you seen on line that
could be included in One To Watch?

Have to go and pack now. I guess I will
be needing a raincoat and wellies if the
forecast is to be believed.

Just the weather for editing!
Keep Smiling, Pip,
pip@pipcritten.com

Editorial

A most enjoyable programme of
Award Winning Films was held at
Weymouth Cine & Video Club on 26th

September 2013.

We all thought the standard of entries
was very good indeed, every film held
ones interest and I would like to
Congratulate all the Film Makers on their
productions, and how nice to see a Youth
Entry this time, excellent film, keep up
the good work!

We owe a big Thank You to Phil and
Ed from Frome who spent the day in

Weymouth helping to get the show on
the road and Phil made an excellent job
of preparing the entries for the show.

A big Thank You to Weymouth Cine &
Video Club for hosting the Competition,
and John de la  Mare our new
projectionist, that’s him in photo with Liz
and Phil.

Thank
You also to
the rest of
the
Weymouth

Technical
Team,
David, Brian,
Trevor and
Peter
Chatfield
who helped
set up during
the afternoon, and ensured the show
went off without a hitch.

Sadly Phil Marshman wishes to give
up the job of SoCo’s Competition
Secretary, she was hoping to retire at the
last AGM, but no one came forward to
take over,

I am sure there is someone out there
who would be willing to take on The
SoCo Competitions, or even two people,
because the job could easily be divided
into the Technical side and the Admin
side.

So come on, have a go, Phil will give
you all the support to get started, so
please E-mail me at:

annevincentvsw@fsmail.net
or telephone: 01305 780140
Mobile (David) 07581 180891
All The Best
Anne

The Chairman’s Chat

Anne Vincent

mailto:pip@pipcritten.com
mailto:annevincentvsw@fsmail.net
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SoCo News Archive

Many thanks to
Bournmouth Video Club

Who will be hosting the News Archive:

http://bhvideoclub.com/latest-news/soco-news-
letters/

Rob Catt wonders…
What is an amateur?

Our club has recently started a
recruitment drive for new members.  The
best form of publicity is, of course,
personal contact.   However, we have
produced a flier and a poster hoping to
attract fresh blood.

 We took some time over the wording of the publicity
because we realised that there was an considerable amount of
video footage being shot with mobile phones and other similar
devices so we invited to newcomers to movie making whether
they use

video camera, mobile phone, computer or iPad.
 This is a tacit acknowledgement that movie making is alive

and well, but maybe not necessarily in the traditional manner.
Let me rush to say that I do not consider that the video camera
has had its day.   Far from it.   But material created by other
pieces of equipment are often worth viewing.

 In our club, we have two younger members who have
produced some very interesting movies.   The first, made by
Giuseppe Cavallaro on his mobile phone, recorded a visit to an
aquarium.   The shots were made at eye level, giving the
impression of being underwater with the fish!   One of the
striking points about this video is the sharpness and clarity of the
images - but recorded on a mobile phone.

 The second, made by Jon Brock, is an animated piece which
carries a thought provoking theme, and is totally made on his
iPad.

Called ‘Gron’, the video was entered into a local competition
and confused the judges so much that, at one point, they were
reluctant to accept the piece as an entry.   In the end, they
altered the rules.   They decided that there would be one winner
- a very worthy piece but not Jon’s - and no runners-up!

 How long is it since you’ve heard of a video being
controversial?   Jon’s animated movie carried a message and a
question.   Not the usual competition fare.   I can understand the
confusion of the judges!    Images caught on mobile phones and
the like used to have very poor quality.   Time and technology
march on, quality has improved no end, and we dismiss material
from these sources at our peril!

 You can see ‘Gron’ by going to:
http://youtu.be/1HeiEoV5Png

Dear Pip
We are recipients of the brilliant Film and Video Maker Mag.

though not active participants in the profession now, and I
confess that we receive the magazine monthly on the strength
of my wife's position in the 1960's as Administrative Secretary
with Mr Froud the President in those days at the Head Office of
the IAC in Epsom!! She was Patricia Johnson then. For myself
I had as a side line a Wedding Video Company in the days of
'pure' analogue - obviously Neanderthal now!

My point in bothering you is that I have a friend who is
anxious to copy a precious Reel to Reel tape on to CD. I do not
have the equipment now - in fact I never did have RTR and I am
not aware of any recommended  person specialising in this
function or anyone who has RTR. In any event I am not sure
whether one could extract a direct signal stable enough for CD
acceptance from RTR.? - Obviously one could Mic/amplify it
from an RTR player?

Would any of the SoCo News readers be able to help with
my plight and are aware of anyone reliable who could help.

With grateful thanks in anticipation, John and Patricia Young
Highlands Brixham, Road Paignton TQ4 7BD
01803 521125.
jy4506@talktalk.net

http://bhvideoclub.com/latest-news/soco-news-letters/
http://youtu.be/1HeiEoV5Png
http://bhvideoclub.com/latest-news/soco-news-letters/
http://bhvideoclub.com/latest-news/soco-news-letters/
http://youtu.be/1HeiEoV5Png
mailto:jy4506@talktalk.net
mailto:jy4506@talktalk.net
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New intake for 2013-14 season
I am delighted to report that following on from my article in

the previous SoCo News, the advertising campaign and RFVM's
fresh looking website has attracted 10 newcomers to the club all
signed up for our 6 week beginners course.

Even better news is that the majority are young people,
which is rather what I had hoped for. With this new intake of
young people, hopefully this will help the club retain the existing
younger members, of which there are few.

More mature members will join us too and easily fit in to the
group, but we really hope to retain this younger set.

At the end of the course on 5th November each new member
has been asked to show a short film about themselves, which
they have written, filmed, and edited themselves (or with help if
they prefer).

We look forward to learning more about each individual, but
above all, hope that they have enjoyed the process of learning
how to put together their film, and burn to  a DVD to share with
others.

At the end of the course, we  do hope that they will  become
full members and go on to learn much more about the art of film
making not only from visiting guests lined up throughout this
year's programme, but from the many existing members who
have a wealth of experience to share.

Anne Massey

Southampton Video Camera Club has had a busy time with
various in house competitions and a change of club web
page.This has attracted some new faces to our evenings, an
encouraging sign of things to come.

Also, one of our members Howard Blake has undertaken a
film project that has involved many of the club membership
along with outside actors, at various locations. It is the sequel to
his previous film "On the Other Foot"

Enclosed some photos of Howard's film shoot.
All the best
Roger Brenton

The Casablanca Film Festival - not a competition, simply a fun showcase of the work produced by the Casablanca
editing fraternity.

Film a short intro introducing your entry / entries and try and keep the title for your film short where possible.
Entries accepted from October 2013 to middle December and completed sets posted out provisionally mid January 2014.
Sets are charged at cost with a nominal amount for wear and tear  plus P&P which is always Recorded Delivery. Except

for overseas entries.
All entries are returned with the completed sets.
E-mail charles@chiggin.f9.co.uk for details where to send entries or phone on 01229 430095

The Casablanca Film Festival

http://www.readingfilmandvideomakers.org.uk/index.html
http://www.sotonvcc.org.uk/
mailto:charles@chiggin.f9.co.uk
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A "global phenomenon" and not only in
video clubs. There are clubs with
declining membership, in many other
fields. Some show their age with
"exhausted" leadership, while seemingly
magically, some video clubs with only a
handful of members keep turning out
award winners. Is there a recipe for
success? Can a neglected garden be
revitalized and make the garden bloom
again?

Occasionally I hear, "Oh, you're
wasting your words with our Club. We're
flourishing. " But the specter of impending
dissolution remains an insidious threat.

Casual Observations: What is the
"flourishing Club" doing right to keep its
members "happy" and productive?
Running a recruiting campaign?
Amalgamating two clubs in the same city?
Providing a pleasant social atmosphere?
By whatever means getting members to
"make movies"? What's the prime
mandate?

To my mind, it's getting as many
members as possible involved in "making
movies”. The "rest" will follow. To fulfil the
mandate, the Club leadership, by
whatever magic, has to come up with
collaborative activities where the focus is
on involving members, physically, in the
process of making the product. Yes,
DOING it! Hey, recognize, too, that
"sitting" members can sometimes be
persuaded to get off their duffs and
perform "non-artistic" tasks - and enjoy
contributing.

The Club Meeting area can become a
"Movie Set." If it's too noisy around you,
make the Club room a rehearsal area.
Yes, there will still be "sitters" who'll enjoy
watching the club TV monitor fed from the
camcorder. And our Club will always have
"doers" and "viewers". We need both.

Size: If a club membership is around
the 30 mark it's highly probable that
there'll be nucleus of, say ten members,
who regularly make movies. Ten "doers"
and about 20 "viewers". The artistic
calibre of most of the movies, generally,
will be presentable for club viewing while
the really good ones will find a niche in

Contests and a few will consistently win
awards.

Can a Club with a membership of a
dozen or fewer survive? Yes, a "small"
club can keep going where the prime
mandate is "making movies" but, sadly,
we do see clubs with withered
membership, often consisting of aging
soldiers, quietly fading to black. The
secret of survival seems to depend on
what kinds of activities occur at "the
Meeting of like minds." It seems to me that
the "critical mass" for survival doesn't
always depend on a minimum
membership size of around 12.

Best Bets for a Revival: Search for
new "candidates" or recruits who own
camcorders, who use their toys
occasionally - and dream. There within
their psyches, they possibly want their
home movies look "organized”. Yes, we
can find them, but nurturing their initial
hopes and retaining their interest is the
Club's challenge. Those who can - lead!

Where does a beginner begin? How
many newcomers are aware of the
structure of a "Shot List"? Where do we
begin with newcomers? It's our showing
them how to convert an idea in one's head
into a video production. Easy to say, but
there's so much to learn in the craft. But
the process of building a structure, with
practise, is repeatable with an increasing
success-rate.

Which "neophytes" most likely have
time to come to a Club Meeting? If the
club membership currently has largely
"older seasoned" members, it's a stretch
to expect young cats two, or more
generations apart, to give their precious
spare time to mix it up with Seniors.
Today, families' with growing kids find
their lives already fragmented. So, if the
current membership is "getting on" it may
be productive to ferret out camcorder
enthusiasts whose chicks have left the
roost - including Seniors. Recruit through
a website, personal invitation or from a
booth at "50-and-Over Fairs."

An exception: Today, young cats who
have "caught the movie-making bug", by
word of mouth, have almost
spontaneously "come together" and
formed collaborative groups, often
through studying movie-making at local
colleges.

The Big Questions: Why would a
hopeful new member be attracted to
"joining a video-makers' club"? OK, the
Club captures newcomers from time to
time. What keeps them coming back?

The will always be: they see that
"the Club" is able to show them how
movies are made, and how a spirit of
collaboration in making a movie can
only be found within a group with a
common interest in the hobby. There
has to be a "fun" atmosphere in the
Club House. First night in the Club
room has to reveal clearly there is
something for him when a new member
comes to a Club Meeting. He's warmly
welcomed and at every meeting and
invited to contribute. So, announce
what activity is planned for the next
Meeting. Include a collaborative,
"doing" project.

And there has to be one segment of
the Meeting program that involves
members "making movies", hands on!
And one segment where Members'
movies are exhibited for comment and
discussion, along with accomplished
movies made by other movie-makers'
clubs. "What did you think of the 'idea'
the movie-maker came up with? How
well do you think he pulled it off? Could
we make a movie like it?"

Club members actually engaged in
a Club production is an absolute
necessity. Even if a member's
contribution, at first, is only
"peripheral". Example: setting up the
furniture and props. and taking them
back to the right places.

Leadership and organization are
key attributes . Pre-Shoot "things to be
done" begin with finding a "do-able"
project, committing it to paper
sequenced into a "Shot List", inviting
discussion, getting fired up, asking
"helping elves" to take care of things
like a lighting stand, props for a
Narrative Shoot, or discovering the
location for a documentary
masterpiece. A simple narrative, say,
acting out a set of short Doctors' Jokes
or a documentary, like Hookers in the
Clubhouse, (rug hookers, that is).
Practical involvement. It's a matter of
"learning the process." The product will
vary, but the process will endure.

Crucially, a Club must have a
"Somebody" - another magician - who
makes sure things get done.

How do we set up an informal
"learning environment" either at the
Club Meeting or at a Club Workshop?
It takes time and dedication. And
congenial leadership.

Generating camaraderie is the "fun
dimension". Collaboration and learning

Movie Making - Saving The Club
David Fuller

from Canada

Writes….
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by "DOING" another. Two things which a
lone ranger can't get elsewhere. Live
eyeballs to eyeballs and "instruction",
hands-on, in a team atmosphere, actually
pressing the red buttons. Mark my words,
providing these vital ingredients places a
burden on Club leadership. Learning
activities won't happen spontaneously;
they has to be organized, led and
monitored. The "Leader" will probably be
"on deck" all evening, be last out of the
Meeting room, and go home with a "to do
list for tomorrow."

Prime objective remains: actually
making movies for mutual enjoyment,
either as "collaborators" or as "lone
rangers". Having fun "learning how”. On
the other hand, spending night after night
on "technical things" and special guests'
presentations may tediously kill a Club.
Disaster! (Learn a technical solution as
it's needed, not as an isolated piece of
knowledge. Ask a guest to lead small
groups of members in designing a Shoot
list. A "show and tell and do evening.")

It's the "artistic" dimension that matters
when it comes to making movies. It's
about creativity and how to transfer the
idea from a brain to a TV monitor.
Basically, the newcomers need to be
shown how to put "an idea for a short
movie" into a plan for Shooting.

Workshops: It's nice if the Club
dedicates the first hour of the most
evenings to a Workshop activity.
Everyone's fresh. For the first Meeting
Workshop, the team leader comes with
"an idea" for a movie. He knows it's
"feasible", that is, club resources in the
Club-house (or other meeting venue) are
adequate. For starters, keep it as simple
as possible. Room lighting, on-camera
mikes, actors (experienced and
otherwise), Workshop leader as director.
A short script. Tasks such as (informal)
continuity, shot rehearsals, etc. will take
care of some member's contributions.
Seat the remaining viewers, - well to one
side of the action. (Today's camera mikes
pick up whispers - unscripted ones.) They
can watch the club monitor and see what
one camcorder "sees" via a "feed”.
Something for everyone.

In the rehearsal room, try deploying
more than one camera. Room for two
tripods. Camera-persons can take turns
at "setting up" and turns with the second
camera red button. New members, in
turn, can put the headphones on and
check the audio.

The basic "set" for an indoors Shoot:
An uncluttered room, room lights,
bouncing one flood light from neutrally-
coloured walls and ceiling, cameras
close-in to feed audio clearly into the
camcorder, or from a mounted boom

mike. A directional mike mounted on a
broom stick (don't laugh) will
inexpensively do the trick.

The Content of the Script: Short &
sweet. Here's an example: Demonstrating
Rug Hooking. ("A Night With a Hooker."
Ha, ha.) Two ladies, the rug-hooker,
(Guest) and the interviewer (The Host).
Props: a "just-begun sampler of the
hooking" with wool rolls, hooks beside
them, on a bridge table, two chairs.

This sequence of dialogue between
Host and Guest is rehearsed before the
Meeting begins. The hooker knows her
craft so well that she will respond and
adapt spontaneously at the Shoot.
Perform a "dry run" or two, beginners'
camcorders rolling, at a practise exercise,
the dry run.

Now, show the "rushes". Viewers may
observe the importance of voice-inflection
and facial movement. Yes, they may - but
more likely voice inflections and "facials",
if successful, will blend into
"entertainment Value." Applying them, as
acting skills has to be also learnt by doing.
Don't laugh too loudly at the idea of
creating movie stars from members
who've never acted before. You may be
pleasantly surprised. But getting it "right"
with inexperienced actors does take a lot
of patience and slows down the pace of
production. Expect and cater to
inexperience. The whole club will have
"fun”.

For some members, old-timers and
new recruits, it'll be a revelation to learn
that the demo on Rug Hooking won't be
shot as one long take. Don't laugh at this
either!

The Script will be a "she said/she
replied" process - simple with few
surprises and with opportunity for retakes.
I guarantee you that the process of
making workshop movie cameos like "The
Hooker" will hold new members' interest,
particularly if as many as possible are
directly involved, physically and mentally.

During breaks between "takes", the
viewers will comment on the compositions
and offer suggestions on what appears on
the Club monitor.

Concluding remarks. "My friends, what
we're done today reflects the use of a
'process' that may be applied to any
Shoot."

"Next Meeting? Yes, of course,
learning how to edit the takes we made
today. It'll be feeding the shots we took
today on to a member's lap-top with lines
connected to the Club Monitor. I'll email
you, giving you lead time. Mike said he'd
lead the Edit Day."

Eventually, sooner the better, show off
the Workshop product(s) at a general

meeting during the period dedicated to
"viewing movies after coffee break".

Leadership Energy: You can see for
yourself that a significant burden will
fall on one person - the group leader.
Remember, it's still OUR CLUB. He
could wear out and maybe give up if
you don't offer to help him, or if you
blithely arrive at the Workshop
unprepared to contribute, or worse, fail
to show up.

The Bigger Picture: The Club can't
forget catering to the experienced
members. So how about "working up"
a Shoot of a longer Narrative? New
members can help out - and watch and
learn. Why don't you work up an idea
and ask some of our members to help
you out with teamwork?"

Our Club Mandate - making movies.
The Clinic (Doctors' Jokes): PART

of an actual Club Shoot involving
newcomers who've never been on an
Club Shoot before. Jokes were
requested and delivered by members.
On location, one experienced member
conducted rehearsals. Nine patients &
one doctor. Experienced director and
camera-persons. Only one "patient"
had any acting experience .

13 participating members. Over
Two nights, pre-coffee break.

Links:
The  Clinic  (Doctor's Jokes)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

NzAINnfrXu0

Not Enough   (Rehearsed and
produced in the Clubhouse)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
GuQ5pxvLjU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAINnfrXu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GuQ5pxvLjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAINnfrXu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAINnfrXu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAINnfrXu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAINnfrXu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GuQ5pxvLjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GuQ5pxvLjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GuQ5pxvLjU
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Archiving old footage on Youtube
In the process of trying to archive my lifetime of film making

since the 1960s, I have accumulated many kilometres of film
and video which I have been gradually re-editing and recoding
for transfer to Youtube where, hopefully, they might be saved
from inevitable technology decay.

Even though they will be preserved at much lower resolution
by Youtube’s compression technology – but easily accessible to
the world for many years to come, according to Youtube’s
promise.

After all, I’m now almost 89 and wondering what to do with
all my old film and video.

Solution?
I have todate lodged 84 videos with Youtube in California on

my site at “youtube nleeder” and have had almost 80,000
viewers to date from over 60 countries who say how much they
enjoy them.

Apart from early 1960’s film of my earlier life and some
historical footage from that time, most of the 84 videos are from
extensive travels by my wife Margery and me in the last thirty
years to China, North and South America, Indonesia, Europe,
Asia, New Zealand, etc.

Although I say it myself, they really capture the essence of
those places as we saw them.   Not brilliant videomaking in itself
and not “arty” but – just the way it is!

Have a look – they are all easily accessible by entering
“youtube nleeder” in any search engine.  Maybe, you could start
by simply left clicking the url below, which will immediately bring
up on your search engine “Torajan Life.....and Death”, a 20
minute video I have just uploaded to Youtube in California
overnight.

Having viewed this, another click will give you access to all

the videos on “youtube nleeder” – but don’t try to watch them all
at once!    There is more than eighty hours of video there all up
– with some of my Chinese and French travel videos screening
for almost two hours each!!

Ah!!   Videomaking is a really bad habit which makes viewing
compulsive!!

Click on this and see “Torajan Life.....and Death”:
http://youtu.be/Y-x7dTEwzHk.

Long may it be so!   I’ve enjoyed film making for most of my
life and, maybe, this is what SHOULD happen after I die!  The
Torajans have the answer!

Noel Leader contributes
Whisky

Going through long-accumulated junk being sorted for
disposal in my computer room today, I came across an award I
received in 1993 – over twenty years ago! – for a three minute
video entered in the April 1993 Fixed Topic Northside
Camcorder Club monthly competition for “Water – an Essential
Part of Life”.

  A true blast from the past,
because the award document was a
very simple paper Golden Triangle
made inexpensively within the club
at a time when the young club was
not over-endowed financially and,
furthermore, it was personally
signed by our revered Northside
Founder John Weaver as President
and also by then-newby member
Ted Northover as Contest Judge –
both sadly long deceased!     Being
now a document of historical value
deserving of a place in the club’s
archives, I have copied it herewith.

I can’t find my old original analogue tape now – who knows
where these old treasures hide – but the story-line was a simple
one of a bottle of Johnnie Walker Black Label whisky being
lovingly and very s l o w l y poured in close-up to swirl into a very
elegant whisky glass, with the punch line being just a very tiny
smidgen of water being added before the then-slightly-diluted
whisky was slowly savoured by me – whilst operating the
camera AND enjoying the whisky at the same time!

In hindsight, it WAS a good, mouth watering short clip much
enjoyed by our members and it subsequently became recipient
of a very appreciative letter, when a copy of the video was sent
to the Johnny Walker Distillery in Scotland!

Ah! Water under the bridge! Please excuse the pun!

Quote from our esteemed Patron Barry Norman. CBE.

"Too many films are made for
a generation with the

attention span of fruit flies"

Seems he's referring to our "Yoof"! Lee Prescott. FACI

Quote

http://youtu.be/Y-x7dTEwzHk
http://youtu.be/Y-x7dTEwzHk
http://youtu.be/Y-x7dTEwzHk
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Huey Walker…
Takes a look at a new magazine

Is there anyone out there who remembers Amateur Cine
World, Movie Maker, Film Making, Making Better Movies, or
8mm Magazine?

Apart from the short-lived ‘Camcorder Buyer’ there hasn’t
been a magazine dedicated to film makers for nearly 30 years.
So news that a new magazine had been published was greeted
by me with great pleasure.

But what surprised me the most is that the news of a new
film making magazine did not hit the pages of this magazine.
Until now.

I thought that all film makers would be queuing up to write
about this new magazine. But I was wrong. So here I am to fill
that gap.

What can I say about this new ‘Digital Film Maker’ magazine
that’s now in its ninth month?

Firstly I can say that a lot of IAC members and SoCo
magazine readers will not like it. It’s not really a magazine for
amateurs, and it’s not really a magazine for amateur
equipment, unless you regard the Canon EOS C100 at over
four thousand pounds (without lenses) an amateur camera,
and I have heard that a lot of amateurs do use this piece of
equipment.

In fact, in the first issue of Digital Film Maker, the Canon
EOS 5D Mark lll was one of the few cameras talked about.
There seems to be an obsession with this camera and other
DSLRs. You hear very little about Sony or Panasonic Video
Cameras, and I also found an unhealthy interest in ‘throwing
the background out of focus’ techniques.

For those of you, like me, who lust after wide-angle lenses
and who like to hand hold their cameras while gunning and
running, then this isn’t the publication for you. I would suggest
the wonderful paperback ‘Digital Film Making’ by the director
Mike Figgis.

Now the latest talk is about The ‘Red’ and The ‘Arri Alexa
HD,’ cameras which are definitely out of reach of most
amateurs, unless you have clowns’ pockets, or do as most
professionals do, hire or rent the equipment instead. If you
haven’t heard of these cameras, but would like to know more
about them, then Digital Film Maker Magazines is definitely for
you. I can guarantee that you will devour and savour every
word and description.

The original title of this magazine was ‘DSLR Film Maker.’ I
spoke to the editor about this and by issue 2 he had changed
the name to ‘Digital Film Maker,’ which I believe is a much more
accurate title.

You won‘t find any mention of standard definition filming,
and according to this magazine even high definition is getting
long in the tooth. You will however hear a lot about 4K
shooting formats and lenses that cost, I was going to say, ‘the
price of a car,’ but it would be more accurate to say, lenses
that are the ‘price of a house’ in Torquay.

But you can see who this magazine is aimed at. It’s for
young people who are desperate to get into the film industry.

Having said all that, I really love this magazine. It gives you
a lot of information about new products, there’s a long list of
low budget independent films from new and first time directors
available on DVD at the back of the magazine, and reviews of
equipment, some of which even I could afford. You will also
find detailed interviews with enthusiastic technicians and
actors.

If there’s one thing I’d criticize, it would be the lack of
articles about sound recording using digital audio recorders
such as the Tascam, and hints & tips on sound mixing. Nearly
everything I’ve read is about cameras, and that I feel is a great
pity.

But I am sure that these articles will come around in good
time.

And finally, is it just me? I hate the fact that in nearly every
article, you’ll keep hearing the phrase, ‘we fixed it in post.’ Or
‘we made sure we got it right at the shooting stage because
we didn’t want to spend a lot of time correcting any errors in
post.’

Call me traditional and/or old-fashioned, but surely the
word is post production. It might just be me, but I find the word
‘post’ on its own, a bit of an affectation, unless of course,
you’re popping something into a letterbox, then that’s fine by
me.

In spite of all I’ve said about this magazine. I really do love
it.

We should all be grateful that after many years without
Amateur Cine World, Movie Maker, Film Making, and Super 8
Film Maker, we now all have a magazine that we can look
forward to reading once a month.

I hope this magazine continues for a long time into the
future. Please give it a try because at £4.99 for 116 pages, I
can highly recommend it.

Huey Walker
www.exeterfilms.com
PS I have recently written twice to the editor of ‘Digital Film

Maker’ magazine. The editor has not replied. This could be a
bad sign. I hope the magazine doesn‘t fold.

Review ….   DIGITAL FILM MAKER MAGAZINE

www.exeterfilms.com
www.exeterfilms.com 
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Requiescat cara defunctorum: A true
story exactly as it happened. This is the
second time that I have been “employed”
to video a funeral in the years since video
replaced cine. Naturally I am unaware if
any of you have ever departed - from the
more usual weddings and maybe
Christenings but it could come to all of
us, by The End!

Date Line: Late, A Tuesday Afternoon. Scene: My hallway
with wisps of steam emanating from the adjacent kitchen…….

The ‘phone tootled, “’Ello”……
P: My name is P*****, I am sorry to disturb you. (Why do

people say this when I know they aren’t)
Me: “That’s OK sweetie, what can I do for you”?
P: “I have been referred to you by Mr. J**** of Gloster, I

understand that he’s a friend of yours”. “Would you video my
husband’s mother in laws funeral”?

L: “Madam, that’s an unusual request other than for State
Occasions”! It’s only the second time in many years that I have
ever been asked video a funeral. I don’t normally ‘do’ funerals.
Usually it’s weddings, Christenings and other forms of
‘escapism’ ”! “Where and when is the funeral”?

P: “Thursday afternoon at 2pm. in S****, two days time”.
L: “I have to tell you Madam that sometimes Vicars object –

(on behalf of the Departed”)!
P: Oh there’s no Vicar involved but there is a “departed”.
L: “Oh, is it a DIY funeral then”?
P: Well, sort of, you see we are ZYXs etc”.
L: It is a bit short notice though”.
P: Oh dear, please help me, my folks from abroad can’t

come”. “It’ll only be half an hour”.
L: OK then Madam, I can fit it all in between lunch and dinner”!
P: “How much will it cost”?
L: “Ah yes, there’ll be two of us plus the apprentice who

humps the gear around, let me think….the charge will be £X…to
include editing and one Master DVD. Any other DVD copies will
be extra at £y. each.

P: “Oh, of course, that’s good, thank you so very
much”…………

Scene: The Same Tuesday – Evening, smack in the middle
of dinner: The ‘phone tootles.

L: to wife: “Cor blimey, no peace for the wicked, is there H”?
?: “Mr. Prescott”?
L: “Yes.”
?: “My name is T***, my sister spoke with you earlier today

about the funeral”?
L: “Yes, that is correct”.
T: “That’s all OK then I thought that I should let you know that

it’s the new cemetery on S Road, half way along, through, or

rather between two stone pillars and straight to the bottom,
there’s a……….”

L: “Yes I know, thank you. “I’ve already sussed it out, can I
have your address please”?

T: I’ll see you at the cemetery”! “There will be a choir to sing
and Eulogies will be spoken”.

L: Quickly dialling 1471 etc. etc. – “harrumph, got him”……!
Scene: Steamless Hallway: L dials ‘phone:
L: “Hi C****, wanna assist in a paid job”?
C: “Warrisit”?
L: “Videoing a funeral”!
C: “Whose funeral, Cameron or Osborne”?
L: “Neither”. I explain……
C: “Yeah OK, so we discuss a programme for the ‘shoot’.
SCENE: The Cemetery @ 13.15 hours. Weather extremely

hot, (34.7c), sunny, azure sky.
I and my team arrive, we consider the layout of the area,

there’s no one in sight but a few minutes later the boss Funeral
Director arrives, he’s aware of our job and assists by very
helpfully making suggestions to us related to what his team have
to do.

I spot the new grave because the
casket is already in place across two
bars above the grave and under laid
with some beautiful mid green
velvet. From that I can see why a
Vicar etc. would not be present. I
commented to my team that – “The
deceased must be perspiring too”! –
Boss Funeral Director gave me what
I could only describe as a “quizzical
look”!

It is deathly quiet except for the
flitting of Blue Butterflies, humming
of Bees from flower to flower,
buzzing of various unidentifiable
insects and the glorious twittering
and singing of birds. Also a very
slight wind sighing through the
hundreds of trees in full green leaf. I

became convinced it was only half a step from Heaven! Beautiful.
We set up the cameras, young Ryan doing all the humping –

bless his 17 years. I then spot four superior dressed gentlemen
in black Morning Suits with wonderful looking Dark Magenta and
Gold block patterned waistcoats with white starched stiff shirt
collars and gloriously dark pink ties – under the command of the
Funeral Director.

At 13.45 or so the mourners began to arrive. Not a single one
in black and all very casually dressed in Beach shirts to Tee
shirts except for the ladies, some of whom would have put Ascot
to shame!

Although everyone had been made aware in advance that
the funeral was being videoed officially, as usual and it never
fails to annoy me, some of ‘em looked straight at the cameras
and stood smack in front of them – typical - until they were asked
politely: “Excuse me, are you transparent”! Then, uttering
mumbled apologies they moved out of the way!

I set the line of sight for my master camera on the casket
above the grave as all the “Action”, until the lowering of it, was
to take place at either end of it. That meant just slightly panning
as required. The other cameras were used in “mobility” and of

LEE PRESCOTT FACI.

LIFE  - WILD IN THE CEMETERY
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course a goodly number of cutaways and cut-ins were shot
during, before and afterwards for editing purposes. The main
problem was that there wasn’t any “service or order sheet” so
the main name of the game was to quickly anticipate and to
draw upon some experience.

The choir, or better described as a Singing Group, (as they
were subsequently to be credited), had arrived and took up a
position just beyond the foot of the casket. – Perfect!

As each of the Eulogists stood just
beyond the head of the casket it was a
simple matter to pan across and do the
cuts in the editing. Also the slow zoom
facilities proved to be a ‘Godsend’ as this
enabled us, particularly myself with the
master camera, to bring in C.Us. and
B.C.U.s as decided, of members of the
Singing Group and the Eulogists and

others without having to try and speedily move, relocate or
hump the camera.

The vagaries of Wild Life in a cemetery: The sound over my
headphones was excellent. At one point however as the
Singing Group were bellowing forth in unison there was a buzz
and a bang as a Bee mistakenly bumbled into the mic. then
slurped partly across my lens.

No problem as the Singers reached a momentary pause
enabling me to clear the lens – easily edited out and a cutaway
inserted but the bang not so easily. There on the sound graph
was a peak ten times bigger than any of the sound.

Now I thought, I’ll dump that but it caused an audible click,
no good…so on my Casablanca it’s easy to fit a “silent block”
below, (or above), the offending sound and reduce it to nothing,
or almost nothing, as desired. Worked admirably.

There were only two kiddies present sitting on a seat. As
people were having a final jaw jaw

I decided to video these two thinking that at some time in the
distant future they might like to view Naaaanas (‘orrible word),
funeral….some fat middle aged “Naomi” gave me a filthy look
and moved ‘em away.

I told her that although what was left of my hair is “silver” I
was not a platinum blond, neither was I smoking a fat cigar or
wearing multi gold rings with chains around my neck, neither
could she see a track suit and that I was not “fixing” anything!!
– Paranoia plus gone mad I told her and that she knew I/we
were there officially.

She relented wearing a puce red face!
When I presented the Master DVD, (which incidentally was

/ is brilliant said the client),
and collected the £X…and £y….It turned out that the two

afore mentioned kiddies were his Grand Children and they
were all pleased that I had included them in it! Of course Puce
Face was not present!

But as I said to my wife later, I will NOT be videoing any
more funerals, Just maybe my own….‘twas almost the death of
me!.

To you all: “Requiescat in Pace”! Lee Prescott FACI

Roger Western
Reports on: Teign
Cup Competition -
Best one yet

Teign Film
Makers Club
(TFMC) held their
38th Teign Cup

Competition on Saturday 26th October at
their club venue, Bitton House in
Teignmouth and it was unanimously voted
‘Best One Yet’ by organisers, audience
and judge Mark Norman.

Before announcing the three award
winners Mark congratulated all of the film
makers on the quality, content and variety
of the entries adding that although
delighted by this, it didn’t help in the
judging process with so many to choose
from. He went on to emphasise that when
making his decisions he included not only
technical production values but also the
attention paid to all aspects of the films
including the passion of the maker(s) and
overall entertainment and enjoyment for
the audience.

Presentations were made to
representatives of the film makers and the
top three results are:-

First – Karen’s Room by Geoff Harmer
– A young lady awakes to find a strange
man in her room and it just gets stranger
after that (I’m not going to give it away to
those whom haven’t yet seen it). Not only
were the production values high, the acting
and script were excellent.

Second – Into the light by Declan
Smith – One of a number of high quality
productions by different film makers on the
same theme it was felt that this was the
best ‘interpretation’.

Third – The End – Santo Veeranci – An
atmospheric story about personal
relationships and consequences of our
actions.

The above is a précis of both remarks
by Mark and impressions from the writer.
Mark will be submitting his notes on each
film to TFMC and these will be distributed
to the entrants in due course.

Following the conclusion of the
competition TFMC chairman Ivan Andrews
expressed his delight at the success of this
year’s event. His thanks included David
Clifford (club Secretary), the person
responsible for, amongst other things, the
receipt, listing and returning the 22 entries,
projectionists David Poole and Roger

Western, Catering organisers Jim and
Mary Gill, draw organiser Frank Nicholls
and all the other club members who
worked in the build up and presentation
of the day or who submitted films.

Thanks also to Sony, Exeter for the
donated first prize to accompany the
Teign Cup. Special thanks also go to
Mark Norman for his time and
enthusiasm during the judging process.

Finally, and none of this would have
been the success that it was without
them, thanks to both the entrants and
the audience.

Teign Film Makers



Here are the
SERIAC Judges
who kindly gave up
their time to judge
this years SoCo
Compettion.

They have each
written a short
piece about

themselves so you will know the face and skills behind then
names.

Ron Prosser FACI
I bought my first cine camera, a 9.5

Dekko Motocamera, in 1955, a birthday
present to myself, spending £16 - two
years earnings as a butcher's delivery boy
- much to my parent's dismay."You should
have spent it on something useful" they
said. Cutting my teeth on a string of family
extravaganza's I joined the 'Crawley Film
Unit' and progressed onto 16mm, and

made films in this gauge -(amateur and corporate) for a number
of years. Family circumstances then brought me to 8mm,
Standard and Super, during which time I achieved a number of
successesin ACW's Ten Best competition.

Turning to video, and with the advent of nonlinear editing I
was in my element, making 'Rose' as my debut in this brave
new medium. I then went on to revamp a production that I had
made on film many years before - 'Tiddlers'. Both of these did
extremely well in the International Festivals including a
'Guersey Lily' and a Bronze UNICA award, both of which I am
extremely proud. 'Letters from the Front' followed gaining me a
Diamond award and most creative use of sound in BIAFF, and
also won a Guernsey 'Lily' and a Bronze in UNICA.

Rita Hayes FACI
Rita has been Chair of Shooters Hill

Camcorder Club for many years. She
took over as Chair of SERIAC Council in
2000 and served for 3 years .

Her favourite aspects of film making
are films cut to music and comedies.

Pip Hayes
Pip has been a Film maker since 9.5

days and has bee Competition Officer of
Shooters Hill Camcorder Club for many
years. He is also a member of the SERIAC
Council.

He is a regular attendee of BIAFF and
the Regions Festivals each year. He likes
Comedy, General interest subjects and
History.

Freddy Beard
First box Brownie at 12 years old, and

now have been connected with film clubs
since Crayside in 1994, and then OVFM in
2000.

Not a film "maker", but have watched
and appreciated moving pictures from
Saturday morning cinemas as a child to
national and international competitions in

recent years.
Our household has used video cameras through the years,

one day some of our films will be edited! My first judging
experience was really interesting, but you will realise that
technicalities have to be left to those who know!

Phil Marshman on ….
The SERIAC Judges

Have you?
Got any video tips to pass to our readers?
Used a new piece of kit or gadget you could review?
Overcome a problem in a novel way?
PLEASE write it up so other readers can benefit.
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What is an amateur?

In the previous edition of SOCO News Richard Abram asks
- "What is an amateur", what a good question, as he implies, this
is a never ending debate. It seems to me that everyone has an
opinion, each different to the next person. He asks -what do you
think? and I'm sure Pip will have difficulty fitting in all the replies
to that one.

There have been discussions recently within the club to
which I belong and as far as I can discern there is no
satisfactory answer.

Some think that an amateur is someone who isn't connected
to the production of 'media' in any way and who, either singly or
as a group, produces a film for the enjoyment and entertainment
of both themselves and audiences and hopefully sometimes win
a competition or two. And quite right too.

However, how would one deal with a potential club or group
member who is involved in some way with the production of
'media'. Would they be welcomed as an asset or politely refused
entry due to their professional status?

Personally I would hope the former, and here I am writing on
a strictly personal basis and my views and do not necessarily
reflect those of the management.

Do we not study films, TV, youtube and any other media
available to try to improve our productions? Are we not
constantly looking for ways to raise the standard of our
equipment, be it on a shoestring or by laying out good money?

Do we not strive to improve the quality of our films with
higher quality cameras, editing programmes and special effects?

All of the above are readily available to both the amateur and
professional alike, the only difference is professionals earn
money from their efforts during their 'day job' whereas
amateurs, in the main, earn only plaudits, plates, certificates
and cups.

Ah, but, there are sometimes cash prizes awarded in
competitions, does the 'earning' of that prize then make that

amateur winner a professional and thus bar them from further
participation in amateur activities? I think not.

How many of us have sat in the club room listening to guest
speakers from the world of TV, films or other media and been
inspired to go forth and produce a masterpiece (even if it
doesn't quite turn out like that)? I know I have.

What is the difference then if one or more of those
professionals, whom, in my experience are invariably
passionate and enthusiastic about what they do (oh - just like
the amateur), are so keen that they also want to do it in their
spare time and wish to join your group or club? Just who are
we, the amateurs, to try to dictate to someone who shares our
enthusiasm for a subject?

Although we amateurs often go to great lengths to try to
improve our productions using any physical or technical
resource available (and boy do we need it sometimes when it
comes to acting, lighting and sound), why not use one of the
most readily available resources in your group, the
enthusiastic and knowledgeable human?

I believe that there is little difference between being
inspired to make a film after listening to a talk given by a
professional and having one standing beside you helping to
make the masterpiece whether they be cameraman, director,
actor, lighting expert or whatever.

It seems to me that some arguments against the
professionally trained in amateur productions are based more
on jealousy or envy rather than reason and logic.o

This production is better because they had good actors,
that production is better because they used lots of lighting
effects, the other production is better because, um, well, um, it
was just better.

So you've probably worked out that my position is with
Richard on the professional in the amateur scene, they're
people just like you and me and most are good at the job they
do and once they get home they are not doing their job and if
they want to join in, why not? We should be so lucky.

There you go Richard, my thoughts. Were the hell did all
these worms come from?

What is an amateur?

Preparing Weymouths new blockbuster are the Actors
and Crew or GOLD FOUND ON PORTLAND taking
advantage of the clubroom ar as  one of many
locations one evening recently, watch out for the release
date.

David Martin
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Youse must all watcha this and in particular right - to - the -
end.

OK??
Lee Prescott

Youse must all watcha this and in particular right - to - the -
end.

OK??
Lee Prescott

[Ed: As a magician, I can’t say how it’s done. However this is
an edited down version. One of the missing parts contains your
best clue!]

http://www.youtube.com/embed/Ai4tPe80S6Q?rel=0

One To Watch
Selected Movies on the WWW

I don’t know if you have seen this. Very clever video
morphing Queen Elizabeth.

This is pretty cool!
Cheers….LEE

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=E8nJhG1xE5o

See what you can do with special effects.
FANTASTIC
Regards to you all John F
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlOxlSOr3_M

These scientists seem to know all the answers.
Kind regards
John Flanagan
http://vimeo.com/61495125#

Great footage of a beautiful sight that few of us will ever see
in person.

Noel Leeder
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=SkY03n0_sD8&vq=medium

http://www.youtube.com/embed/Ai4tPe80S6Q?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=E8nJhG1xE5o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlOxlSOr3_M
http://vimeo.com/61495125#
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=SkY03n0_sD8&vq=medium
http://www.youtube.com/embed/Ai4tPe80S6Q?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/Ai4tPe80S6Q?rel=0
Youse must all watcha this and in particular right - to - the - end.
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=E8nJhG1xE5o
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=E8nJhG1xE5o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlOxlSOr3_M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlOxlSOr3_M
http://vimeo.com/61495125#
http://vimeo.com/61495125#
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=SkY03n0_sD8&vq=medium
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=SkY03n0_sD8&vq=medium
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SoCo Regional Committee

Please note: Articles and opinions published in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the
Editor, SoCo Committee or the IAC. The Institute of Amateur Cinematographers is a Company

Limited by Guarantee, incorporated in 1932,•registered in England No. 00269085

Copy Deadline for Jan - Feb  2014 Issue

To reach Editor by 15th Dec 2013

Chair: Anne Vincent FACI
Phone/Fax: 01305 780140, annevincentvsw@fsmail.net

Vice Chair: Alan Creamer FACI
Treasurer: Darren Cummings
Phone & Fax: 01305 820280
Email: acreamer12@btinternet.com

Secretary:  Sue Minns
Tel: 01305 832 902
e-mail: eagminns@btinternet.com

Competition Officer: Phil Marshman FACI
Phone: 01225 764752, Frome@philmar.demon.co.uk
115 Dursley Road, Trowbridge, BA14 0NR

Technical Officer: John Davies - Phone: 01202 698943

SoCo News Editor: Pip Critten
Phone: 01752 361210 & 07771 967804, pip@pipcritten.com
12 Trelawney Avenue, St. Budeaux, Plymouth, PL5 1RH

Membership Changes

New & Rejoined:

Change of address:
Mr A Fry, now at Winchester
Mr K Farwell, now at Ringwood

Bornemouth Video Club now c/o
Mr S Arnold, 3 Frankston Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth
BH6 5EG

Chippenham Movie Club now c/o
Mr J Hutchings, 6 Downland Road, Calne, SN11 0ET

Cancelled / Removed:
Mr M Bolton, Yeovil
Mr F Hewitt, Winchester

Resigned:
Mr J Coleman, Co. Claire, Eire
Mr G Pitt, Tatworth

Struck off:

Deceased:

SoCo Diary Dates
To have your event featured here, drop an email to

pip@pipcritten.com
For a full list of national and international events

Click Here

The mysoco.org site has

closed down.

I
The

SoCo News

Archive is now hosted by

Bornemouth Video Club

Go to

http://bhvideoclub.com/latest-

news/soco-news-letters/
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mailto:creamer12@btinternet.com
mailto:creamer12@btinternet.com
mailto:eagminns@btinternet.com
mailto:Frome@philmar.demon.co.uk
mailto:pip@pipcritten.com
mailto:pip@pipcritten.com
http://www.theiac.org.uk/eventsnew/diary/diary.html#oct13
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